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Foreword

The staff of the Arkansas Poetry in the Schools Program is
very happy to present this anthology of fine work from seventy-two
schools we visited this year. We believe that this collection of
poetry shows great diversity and imagination.
The great Roman poet Horace said that poetry should teach
and delight. Sheela Melton, a Bentonville student, accomplishes this
in her poem, "Rules for Being":

Know just when to speak
and when to sleep.

It has been our purpose to teach and delight over 15,000 students
this year. We have aimed to help students discover the magic and
importance of words.
We are indebted to the teachers and administrators for introducing
us to their students and making us welcome in their schools. We are
grateful to the Arkansas Arts Council; Dr. Don Ousterhout, Director of
Research and Sponsored Programs, and his assistant, Dr . John Stokes;
Mr. David Paul of Research Accounting; and Dr. Van Scyoc and the secretarial
staff of the English Department.
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Alma Middle School

Poem
When you're in the country
You'll find small winding roads
All going up and down like a private roller coaster;
The smell of freshly cut hay caresses your
Face as the breeze passes you by.
Dogs bark as you pass and horses nay
To be set free to roll in the luscious grass.
As your feet touch the soft ground,
You feel on the edge to take your shoes,
And wade in a winding stream.
Then it's dark and stars come out and
Shine upon the fields as if to say,
"It is good."
-Cindy Cooper

If

If all the hearts were chickens
And all the chickens hearts
We could love no more.
No more valentines and imagine
Eating at Kentucky Fried Hearts.
And we would start saying,
"I love you with all my chicken."
-Cindy Cooper

Poem
Suppose that fire was water and water was fire.
You would keep warm by turning on a faucet.
You would drink hot flames.
Imagine taking a bath in a fire place.
A bed filled with fire instead of water.
What would it be like to swim in fire?
Or to water plants with fire?
What if firemen were watermen
And their jobs were to put out water.
What would it be like to go to an ocean of fire.
-Mia Davis
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Anna Strong Middle School
The Saxophone
This thing is a massive piece
of twisted metal. It is shaped like a
snake being held upside down
with its jaws open wide, ready
to bite. It has buttons but you
don't sew them on. These buttons
are lined in rows like a
typewriter, yet the sound is very
different. It may sound like a
car horn, depending on what
you do.
-Laura Laneville

The Stick Pin
I am thin
But long
Shiny
And I have
1 head
And 1 leg.
-Jesse Dotson

Deadly Supermarket
The dead dreary supermarket which
you walk around and feel like all
are staring at you. You go to the
strawberries and look at a basket.
Then you see that another is fresher.
You get the second while the first one
stares at you with his small
eyes. You walk to the meat counter and
look at some steaks. All the high prices jump at you.
You feel like you are going insane. You feel
like all the food is coming alive and laughing at you.
So you run to the door where you clutch the door knob
in your hand. You look back and see all the food jumping off
its shelf coming toward you.
-La-Donna Lee
Classroom
The seats are empty.
The floor isn't littered with paper airplanes,
spit balls, or last night's homework;
this means the children have gone,
the teacher too, and it is time for
the classroom to come to life;
the chalkboard snores till the eraser
slaps him awake and the desk stretches
and the party comes alive once more.
-Shannon Galyou
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Asbell Elementary
Poem
In the desert you can see
A man on a slow, brown horse
With the bright burning sun in the
sky.
With a single, shy prairie dog
Scampering on the sand
And a snake slithering among the
Rocks.
As the wind blew they saw the
Sand go.
They see a green cactus
And they ride on.
-Anon.
My Dirt Dream
Again tonight I have the dirt dream. I toss and turn on
The dirt bed. And then it started raining and
Then there was a flood. Dirt was everywhere.
People screaming everywhere. Then the people started
Falling off their houses and drowning. Then I slipped
And fell. And then I woke up.
-Anon.
The Triangle Dream
In my dream I saw glass triangles.
I looked down and I had triangle feet.
Triangle legs, triangle hands, everything was
Triangle--doors, houses, stores, food, animals.
I wanted to wake up but all I could say
Was, "Triangle." It was a total triangle
Disaster. I wished--Oh how I wished-To wake up.
-Anon.

My Dream

of Food

One night I had an awful dream
About food. I kept eating and eating.
Everything looked so tempting; chocolate cakes,
Cherry pies, thick steaks wrapped with bacon,
Pizza supremes, everything and I kept eating
Until I couldn't fit through the door I
Couldn't sit in a chair and still I kept
Eating--turkey, chicken, vegetables,desserts,
Until finally I had to stop because my
Stomach had such pain. All of a sudden,
I thought of what my mother would
Say. Then I really stopped eating.
-Anon.
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Augusta Elementary
Poem
I give up my braces
Which smell like railroad tracks
With gasoline just spilled on them.
I give up my braces
That taste like metal spaghetti.
I give up my braces
That look like railroad tracks from
L.A. to New York.
I give up my braces .
They feel gross .
-Alison Fellows
My Friend
My friend so nice
I thought we were eating on ice
All he would see was spice
I was eating ice
And I thought I saw Christ
I had a tree
But it couldn't see
I had a flower
And my lemon was just too sour
I got a drink
All I saw was pink
I walked the floor
The man just too poor
-Larry
My Dad
I once had a dream about my dad.
I dreamed he had big ears and wore black underwear.
He started laughing at everything in the world.
He laughed at a tree just standing there.
He went HA-HA-Ha-Ha all day long.
It drove me crazy all the time.
One day he saw me in make-up.he laughed
' never
till he practically died. Then he
laughed again. Then I was so worried about him.
I had an idea: I would put on more make-up.
It worked! I made him laugh!
Then I woke up. It was Dad.
He was plain ol' dad just standing there.
And then he started that laughing stuff again ..•
-Sarah Wilson
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Bates Elementary

0 Crab
Sitting on the stone, 0 crab,
Move a little
From the stone, 0 crab.
Let me plough the field, 0 crab.
Move a little
From the stone, 0 crab!
-Rachel Beatrice Greenwald

The Magical Porcupine
The wonderful dark white porcupine
Lives in his diamond cave.
He eats nothing but drinks
From a magic pond.
There are wonderful white rabbits
Around with crystal eyes, and
They eat of the firey, flamey carrot.
There in the middle of the white garden,
It's a wonderful white wild life.
-Vickie Stiles

Wonderful Creature
This wonderful creature
Known as the moose
Is not awkward like the unorthodox goose .
With antlers like branches
Of the great oak tree,
He seems out of place to you and me,
But he feels at home wherever
He can roam and be free.
The moose is very nice.
You are lucky if you see him twice.
This wonderful creature the moose
Is free to roam as he feels.
He needs no wheels!
-Matt J. Wergert
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Batesville Jr. High
Madman
Upon the cabinet set a
portrait of a man who killed
himself while trying to burn
his mother's house. He had
been drinking whiskey in bed
while looking at a picture of
Lana Turner.
-Susan Anderson

Poem
As I sit on my porch in

the still crisp morning
hours I watch an
orange glow from behind
the eastern tree tops then the
bright orange sphere appears
itself.
-Todd Burton

Hollywood
I see the roast a-burning;
I see the torn shirt.
I hear the record of Tennessee Waltz,
Then I think of Hollywood.
-Shelia Wilson

The Bike
It glistened in the sunlight
That fiery green machine,
It roared out of the parking lot,
And gave a screeching scream,
It flew down the road,
Then blew out of sight,
That fiery green machine.
-Kyle Gaithen
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Batesville High

Hairdresser
I stand here dancing around
This little revolving chair, sweating, sweating.
I clip and snip until my fingers cramp
Up and fall apart.
The lady faints, her gray
Tint turned to a purple mess.
The lady screamed,"Faster!
Fix it! Faster!"
The rollers bring no hope
For efforts turned to
Disaster.
-Lisa Dunegan

Poem
Another one horse town.
Does the whole South look like this?
Through the backseat window
it all looks the same.
False-fronted buildings, farmers
in pick-ups, businessmen in
their shining new status symbols.
Flashing fast food places and shopping
centers return to
farmland and recede in the
rearview mirror.
-Dale Teague
Poem
This town is a maze of one-way streets-Turn three corners for every one you need to turn.
I wonder if people are like that, too-One way, I mean.
I see the town closes at 11 p.m. sharp.
Or did we just experience a blackout?
The wasted late-night hours are made up, however,
early next morning.
Restaurants fill at 6 a.m.
for eggs, bacon, cigarettes, and the Gazette.
A town with no news--always ready to hear some.
-Cindy Britton
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Bay High

How To Know For Sure When You're In Bay
You drive down 63 Highway.
Soon you discover a small shakeshop.
Across the street you spot a station.
The station has little business
Because Bay is so small.
You see people in bluejeans,
Walking around eating lollipops.
Some may even be crazy enough
To play chicken with your car.
There are a few stores,
And even a few sensible people.
-Teri Phelps

Daybreak At My House
buz, buz, buz my alarm clock
goes of f . Then I get up
crack my stereo up with
Joan Jet and the Black Heart s
the~ before I go to s chool I
bE;at on my drums.
-Anon.
Daybreak At My House
brr cheap
brr cheap
said the little
bird s
a s t hey no t iced
the hissing snake
c limbing t he wall.
The wi nd blew
through the trees
the s pr ishing
wa t er s pr i nkled
the yar d in
t he gr eat spring
morning .
The ka- bam
of the gun dr ops
t he hissing snake
t o the ground .
-Chad Col bert
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Benton Co. Alternative School
(Bentonville)

Rules For Being
Know just when to speak
and when to sleep.
-Sheela Melton

The Forgotten Child
The old broken down car didn't stop at the stoplight .
It continued downtown
since there was no traffic
except for one fancy car
going down the highway
to the babysitter for the children.
They sped toward the children
passing hitchhikers on the side of the highway
who stood beside their dead car.
She said to him,"Not much traffic.
Those hitchhikers can walk downtown."
They chose to stop at the light.
-Afternoon Class

Remember When
It was a very cold winter morning.
3 foot snow.
And the coffee was on the stove.
As I sipped the coffee, I watched for
the bus. I could feel the cold in
my bones.
The 15 mile ride to school isn't
worth it.
The heater doesn't work and my coat
is thin.
-Donna Autrey
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Benton Co. Alternative School
(Siloam Springs)

Rules for Putting on Your Clothes
Be naked
Be clean
Think of colors, think of heat
Slither into 'em
Check yourself out
-Afternoon Class

A Rose
It's like a person's name
It lives on water
It smells as good as rare steak
Has a body like a green pencil
With nails in it
It feels like kitten fur
It reminds us of autumn leaves
And snow falling through the trees
-Morning Class
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Bismarck Jr. High
Mother's Prayer
Go ahead, be gauche
Mother says
Act like an avocado peeling
You gauche little brat!
I act as zinnia
But you
have to be so inscrutable.
Go ahead
shock the universe.
Pick up the avocado peeling from the floor.
Pick your Mother a zinnia
Act like a honey,
a doll,
Please, shock the universe.

A Poem to Think About
To see a car in a grain of
sugar,
And a country in a cow's gut
would make us realize we are
not so great!
-Brian Bateman

-Kenny Matlock

A Trip to the Buffalo River
Walls of solitude, birds of prey,
men in canoes going on the white
water of the Buffalo. The grass is at the edge of
the river swaying back and forth on
a long winter day. The smell of fresh flowers
in springtime. Night falls and brings
on a new moon to the Buffalo. It
glistens in the water like a diamond in
the light. Then morning comes and
dew comes to rest on the grass of
the Buffalo River.
-Regina Wilson

Poem
I see a girl standing by the ocean.
Her eyes are crystal clear. Blue as the
ocean. After I kiss her the lipstick
tastes like raspberry jello. As I look down
a big crystal shines up at me. The army
boot comes up on shore. And then I want to
taste raspberry jello again. Then when I
look up I feel like an angel is looking
down on me. Then I kick che army boot
away. Now I feel like the angel from above
is going to keep looking down on me.
-Brian Bateman
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C.D. Franks Intermediate

This snake bit me
This snake is mad
And this snake is mine
-Andy Burson

Poem
4:30 Freaky Friday
When to be a girl
Was to be a woman
Do you like this poem
Say so I do
And I will write you a lot more
-Sharon Dunn

Bloody Livers
I'm a very good doctor.
Diggin' out that greasy, yikky junk.
All the blood comin' out all the hearts
And livers laying on my table.
I'm the best.
-Marsha Murchison

I'm So Great
I'm so great
King Kong comes alive again.
I'm so great
When I cry
My pillowcase has stains,
My friends won't sleep on them.
When I burp
The ladies stop wearing their ultra sheer.
I'm so great
I can take James and John
And spank them like a baby.
When I sing
I make people leave.
I'm so great
I could do anything without
hesitate.
I'm so great.
-Brenda Thomas
-Marti Motton
-Shaunta Duckett
-Juston D. Farmen
-Andy Patterson
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City Heights Elementary

This Is Just To Say
I have stolen the 747's
That were in the airfield
And which
You were probably
Saving
For American Airlines.
Forgive me,
They were so fast.
-Jinuny Poole

Chimpanzee
There was a pink chimpanzee
Sitting in a chair stringing popcorn,
Singing Love Will Bring ~s Together.
All of a sudden his wife came in and said
"What do you mean love will bring us together?
We're already together!
And take that popcorn off the string.
It's not Christmas, you know."
-Karen Yeager

Bald Eagle Supper
I saw a bald eagle
On one summer day.
He was picking flowers.
He flew back to his nest
And gave the flowers to his bird wife.
She set them in a stick vase
And said I have cooked a grass stew.
They sat down to eat, and the man eagle
Said this is the most yukkiest stew
I have ever tasted.
Now the wife knows not to have
A candlelight supper.
-Cynthia Haney
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Coal Hill Elementary

Poem
I have a land called Trade.
My land is beautiful, oranges, apples .
My land is waterful, my land is free.
My land has no fleas.
Nobody is bad in Trade. My land is a poem.
My land is great with airplanes
That you can count 1,2,3.
Tradeland is free for me.
I never have to pay for anything.
-John Marlow
Poem
I have hair 100 fe~t long.
It is as heavy as a car.
I was born with it,
I love it but it is hot,
My life is bad
And I wash it in a giant pool.
-Heather Renee Horner
Poem
People walk up and down on me all day long
and my back hurts very very much
and I can't say anything, but just bear
the pain. No one ever washes my rug
or pays attention to what I have to
say, but I cannot blame them because
they can't hear me and I cannot talk
but they could respect me instead of
saying these stairs are going to the
dump or something like that
-Jimmy Jack Butler
Poem
I was shy and my hair was curled
And I did not have any friends.
It was dumb in the 1st grade but I like 4th grade better than 1st.
I can go places.
I have friends now. I like being taller and stronger.
I have more things .
-Collin Eddington
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Coal Hill High
Poem
Quiet smells like soybeans just out of the ground.
The color of quiet is the dew on the plant.
Quiet is like people who hoe the grass which kills the bean.
Quiet is like animals who wait by the bean for their lunch.
Quiet is like plants who try to murder the bean.
Sounds are like because there aren't any.
-Randall Estep
Coal Hill
64 divides the hills and the coal mines.
Dave's welding next to Dee's
is where they used to spit and whittle.
Autumn orange and coal black
are the colors of the wampus cats.
The old oak tree keeps campus secrets.
Roaming cattle on coal hills
eat alfalfa and bermuda.
T.J. Dowdy has egg on his tie;
he's noted for honesty.
The Coal Hill famous fighting place
behind the Church of Christ is popluar
but dangerous for kids from Hartman.
-Ms. Jackson's 7th grade class
Poem
I am a portrait of everything
I crawl into a bush and become a root.
I crawl into a presidential conference and
become a microphone.
I crawl into a purse and become a hundred
dollar bill.
-Gena
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Corning Central Elementary

Wind
I make raging sounds like a
roaring lion snapping and gnashing
with blood-red teeth,
I torture the trees making them
scream until they can ' t scream anymore,
I help thunderstorms make little
babies cry, I talk to the rain and I
am enemies with the sun. You can't
see me but you feel me in your veins
but really I'm just a cool breeze
covering the earth .
-Dena Clarkson
Poem
This is goggle goggle and
goggle the fish reporter.
Today Freddy the bass
saved Miss Gar from being
eaten by a turtle. It
all started when Mr. Turtle
and Miss Gar got into a fight
over a piece of meat.
Mr. Turtle was going
to eat Miss Gar because
he wanted to feed it to its
son. Then Freddy saw
what was going on. He rushed
over and whipped him. This
incident happened this
morning at 7 o'clock. This
is goggle goggle and goggle
signing off.
-Rodger

Poem
The streak in the night
that gives you fright.
Like shining rods bent
and cracked. With sound
like bombs flying through
the air. The motion
so fast gives light just
a little. Till it is
all over and calm.
-Mat Hatwig
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Crossett Elementary
Heaven of Clocks
the clocks would tick all
the time. they would live
on the wall. and would
always sit still and never
be moved and would always
be wound up. and they
would eat oil. and eat
batteries too. clocks
are square, round, and
triangles. they would
always ring. they're like
alarms. they always
ring, ring, ring.

Joy Stew
Ingredients
In my joy stew I would put
a bright orange carrot,
a red apple,
a ripe plum,
golden corn,
a motorcycle,
a pet dog,
a big oak tree.
On the morning of Christmas
I would cook it
at 250 degrees
and serve it to my brother.

-Mike Pardue

Poem
The mill is like people
working all night.
The mill is like a place that
has many lights with
pollution flowing all night.
The mill is like a smelly
giraffe tail.
The mill is like staying up
all night.
-Jay Johnson

-Anon.

Andy's Monster
Head like an Andy's hamburger.
Eyes like tomatoes .
Hair like lettuce.
Legs like straws.
Ears like paper cups.
Claws like forks.
Teeth like toothpicks.
Brain like a hamburger.
Arms like lettuce.
Blood like mustard.
-Mrs. McKimmey's 5th period class
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Danville High

Hate
Hate
Hate
Hate
from

is like a switchblade at my throat
smells like smog in Detroit
looks like black roses falling
a dead rosebush
-Anon.

I dreamed I was cornered against
the top of the universe.
-Edward

Fear
Fear is when you won't get out
of bed and your mother comes in with
the wooden spoon.
-Anon.

Rules for Driving
Skid at every stop sign
Keep your eyes closed
Keep your emergency brakes on at times
Drive 65 mph in the city limits
Drive into a police car
Don't drive with insurance
-Anon.

Poetry
What is poetry supposed to be
something that stings like a flying bee
or love that fades and goes away,
or the sky with morning rays.
Or could it be just some words put to rhyme
of the past, future and of time.
-Anon.
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L

Dardanelle Middle School
Record
I'm a black plate, thin as paper.
Ouch! Something pricked me!
I cry out painfully.
I'm spinning around, faster and faster.
I'm getting too dizzy and the pain won't go away.
It just gets worse and worse. I keep screaming.
Hey, the pain's going away. The dizziness is gone.
I don't need to yell now.
-Maria B.
Kite
I
I
I
I
I

blow on the wind like a feather
flash in the sun like the twinkle in your eye
drift like an eagle looking for its prey
mirror like a knight's shield against his opponent
ring out with light across the evening sky
-Warren Brown Lee

A Day at the Drag Races
The wind is high
High as a ferris wheel
The cars line up
Engines scream, like a lady in distress
Eyes watch intensely
The lights go down Red
Yellow
Yellow
Green
And that green light is a trigger
Like a trigger on a gun
It sets everything off.
They fly down the track like screaming
Jets out of hell.
The Glory lasts only a few seconds
Like a distant breeze.
-Cody Shell
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Deer School

Mysterious

A

As I walk through the cold night

and through the weeds, the full moon
shimmers
over
me
I was made to hunt
and hunt
My ears were mad to
hear so well
catch a sound.
I slowly walk toward the sound ,
and walking I make no noise.
I catch the sight of what I want
to see, then run, quietly.
then it's under my
clutches, and as I start
to eat into the meaty flesh,
I wonder why
Just why
my family's this way.

It looks as though
it is the beginning of
a diaper fold,
put the baby between
A and B
then pull up corner C
pin it real tight and snug
so that the baby feels
like it is given
a big bear hug.
-Linda Casey

-Bettina

When the Sun Changes
When the sun turns red,
the big bug stops.
When the sun turns green,
they spin away.
When the sun turns yellow,
they do weird things.
Sometimes when it turns red ,
the big bugs screech,
big monkeys yell and fall to the hard rock floor,
furry spiders yelp.
There's been an accident,
a white long bug, making weird sounds,
speeds in, it swallows bloody red monkeys.
Several black and white bugs come
screaming in, two monkeys wear black
rags and a black kettle on their heads ,
they put metal cheerios on a redfaced monkey, and toss him into the
black and white bug's mouth--it
eats him.
-Missy Liggett
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Des Arc High

Forced
Having to write this poem is a grotesque experience.
My brain has scrambled and fused words beyond imagination.
To write this poem using fifteen confined words is like
An opossum using a microscope,
Or a cow wearing two pairs of lavender hush puppies to a barbeque.
Writing a poem without limitations is like reading a stone Bible.
Anyone with a brilliant mind needs a hickory blitzed
Across the seat of their breeches for such limitations.
They are hallucinating to expect a poem from fifteen confined words.
-Denice Weatherly
Rainbows
In a dream
In a field
I stand
Cattle graze

Poem

I gaze into sky
See colors
A fork, knife, and spoon
From a rich man's table

Never fall my friend
You'll find it pays
though broken everyday

Colors so savagely
Conquer my mind

You wonder where he is
at night
He is being one moment
that makes you blue

There are hundreds of
Blues, greens, reds sandwiched
I perspire, I devour each color

Yet hurt is too high
left between Life and death
you find you
remember it falls

They turn black
There are cattle and barbs
And I'm back by the fence

These words you see
fall in love with you

-Renee McGey

-Anon.
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Dover High

I Am So Uncoordinated
I wear big yellow boots
that don't fit my feet
and when I run I hit the
door and fall in the trash
and I get cute and crutch.
The doctor has to tape me
up in a big hospital room
which is festive with nurses.

I Am So Glorified
I am so glorified
that when I write
I don't have to erase.
I am so glorified
that the knob on ~y door opens
on its own,
that the others around me
seem big and junky.
The others seem semi-ugly.
I am so glorified
I travel by buggy.
I am so glorified
I am a European.
I am so glorified.
I am so courageous, it's never
ending. The cars crash, just to get
out of in front of me.
I am so glorified
I have a specialized cap.
I am so glorified
I won't eat from a can.

-Micky Newman

I Am So Dull
I'm dull as a thermostat.
I'm dull as a loblally,
not even a match can light up
my life. I'm not a mascot.
And I'm not a tape of the Eagles.
I'm not very festive.
Through all creation
I am Dull.
I cannot sashay,
because I am very leathery.
-Bonnie Churchill

I

-Janell Collins

I Am So Weird
Death exhausted my dog ears
The Door flattened with bloody birds
The cloth wrinkle-free
The height zeroed around
Ashtrays icelated the green lizard
I am so weird because .••
I live among these things.
-Anon.
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Dumas High
Audition

Poem of Spelling

My body waits its turn.
She went first.
Music is churning like
my sweat.
She, gushing with an
octagon beat.
My callouses burn like
the bulbs in the spots.
She makes me worry.

The night was dark
And the sky was blue
Around the corner
The spelling wagon flew
With a bounce and a bounce
A scream was heard
And a man was killed
By a flying English word
The word was big
It flew by his head
He didn't see what
The other words said.

-Constance May

-Darron K. Kemp
Happy
Taking a Sunday drive watching
luscious girls walk so bold.
Stop and put my lines on one and
seeing them blush from lip to chin.
-Nolan Hollinshed

Death
Death looked like an angel coming to get
a lonely face. It smelled like a fresh bed
of roses. It sounded like a church
choir singing one of their best songs.
Death should be a wonder,
a sight to see.
-Victoria Finch
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Elkins High

A Tree
A tree in a field by itself
The wind blows
The tree moans like a woman bearing a child
A girl comes by and kicks dead leaves
The wind is no friend
The wind is a cold hammer
A tree is by itself
-D . Danley

This Time Around

T.V.

out of the chute
with your legs thrown high
chaps and boots
reaching for the sky
heaving and bucking
with a mighty strain
head and body
wracked with pain
boots back down
your spurs a-singing
pull your heels back up
your ears are ringing
a couple more times
a few seconds more
then I can collect
on a real good score
I've finally done it
the stud is rode
but next time around
I'll probably get throwed

This ritual done
everyday
gathering of light in
one display.
The human form
takes any kind of shape-cross-legged on the floor,
spread across space.
They bring food and
eat it in front of the God.
This God is like no God
I've ever seen.
Its ears are long rods.
Its eye is one great eye
only it doesn't see you
you see him.
The God shows them visions
of things before and not seen.
It makes them satisfied
but never filled.

-Mitchell Hankins

-Roberta C.
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Elmdale Elementary

Shadows
Shadows are
made when a man dresses
himself in a black suit
and goes beside you.

Snow

-Patrick Donnell

Snow, comes from the clouds
Snow, comes from a sheet
of paper all torn
Snow, comes from ice cubes
Snow, comes from broken bones
in your body
Snow, comes from vanilla
ice cream
Snow, comes from everywhere

Water

-Melissa Foster

I think water comes
because there is a
raincloud inside the faucet.
And when you turn the
handle it makes the cloud
flood the faucet and we
have water
-Brent Meeks
Where Mirrors Come From
One time a man wanted to see himself
but he didn't know how, so one day he was
walking by a pool and saw his reflection.
So he decided to go down to the pool
and fill a bucket of water, when
he got home he splashed the water
on a piece of wood, and that's how
we got mirrors.
-Jeremy Ball

Shadows
I just don't know where shadows come from.
Maybe they come from people or the sun. I just don't know
where they come from. When we do have a shadow it looks
exactly like me. But when we leave. I just don't
know where it goes. But how do we get shadows.
-Sheri Mefford
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Fordyce Middle School

Poem
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

cow
cow
cow
cow
cow
cow
cow
two

ran up the field
jumped the fence
saw another cow
thought he was in love
went over to the other cow
mooed at the cow
mooed back
cows mooed together
-Abe Nutt

The Goodyear Blimp
I am fatter than
a gas station
I am at most of the
pro football games
-Rhonda Parker

A Life of Ups and Downs
I am round and orange.
Boys constantly thrust me in the air.
I hit the square board and fall
Going through a basket at high speed.
Suddenly it's all over.
Back to the closet for me.
-Randy Green
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II

Foreman High
Clocks
In the early years of history, birds were very abundant.
The only way to tell time was by a sundial or guessing.
Now, these birds were always in people's way and they
were always going, "cuckoo" but they cuckooed a different
number of times at different parts of the day. Finally the
king of this far distant country figured out a way to use
these birds so he stuffed them in a box with a trap door
and every hour on the hour the bird would come out and cuckoo
the number of times for each hour. But this is not a completely
happy story because these birds slowly died out and were
replaced by batteries.
-Mike Cranford
Loneliness: like looking through a microscope at the stars but never seeing one
-Anon .

Great Aunt Vi
sits in a high-backed chair
pillows all around to hold
her up, she says.
Says help me up child.
Says get me a drink child
I am too old to move
I can't walk by myself
But any time the T.V. is not on
her channel
up she runs to change the dial
hollering all the while
-Christinia Horn
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Gillett High

Poem
A lady in her stockings striped
sat down in the dim light
tossing her head as if to sigh
looked over at her Raleigh Rye.
The clock ticked on into the night,
the timing didn't seem just right.
The statue stood on the table boldy;
the lady looked at it very coldy .
The pictures hung upon the wall
they if could, only would call,
they would say
my life is plain.
We hang upon this cold place
and look on and on into your face.
-Mona Owens

The Fall
The night was still the moon upon the water
The fire crackled breaking my thoughts
The need of more wood came floating into ntind
A tall tree lucky for the find
Up the hill my axe in hand
It fell for miles upon a friend
-Bryan Fox

Poem
They take me down the hall
Men's faces like nails dressed in grey
They cuss and fight to pass the day
My wrists are calloused and held
Like a horse tied to his post
The men who hold me are rough no grateful host
They take me to my cell
It's no nice apartment no nice home
As I sit here I think forever all alone
-Bryan Fox
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Grace F. Hill Elementary
Mirrows
Where the first mirrow
came from. One day
a girl fell in a pond. The
pond froze and the girl
was inside of it. The
mother took the frozen
a girl home. And hung her
up where a picture used to be.
And that's how a mirrow
was invented.
-Carlotta Berry

What the Sun Is
It is a piece of gold
that an angel kicked off
the streets of heaven.
-Kim Blair

Christmas Trees
A Christmas tree is millions of
dead grandmothers with sewing needles.
Each and every Christmas, to thank
them for all the things grandmas do,
we decorate them.
-Nathan Wilkerson

Why Waves Are!
HINT (God is about as big as the world
and his hot tub is the world.)
One day God saw a lot of people who didn't know what to do.
So he thought and thought and thought. But he couldn't figure out
what to do. Then he thought he should go to his hot tub. So he went
to his kitchen, got a Sprite, and went out to his hot tub. He was
sitting in his hot tub which was as hot as it could go. Well,
he was saying oo-ah-oo-ah and he got his Sprite and spilled it in his
hot tub on accident. When he had to go under water he started
making the water ripple. And that's how waves are made.
-Liza Black
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Gravette High

Lonely
The clouds in the sky go drifting about
As the rain falls in untold amounts.
The day is dark, and the day is bad.
The day is gloomy, and the day is sad.
Today is a day of unknown meaning;
This is a day with mystery beaming .
Today is a lonely day, lonely as the word never.
Days like this seem to go on forever.
The gloom shows in so many faces.
But rain was needed in so many places
So remember tomorrow's a new day
But as for tomorrow, I cannot say.
-James Keys
The Crowd
Coming through the immense gate,
the crowd appeared to me much
like a distorted wall painting.

Poetry
I like it, but then
I don't like it.
It fades in and out.
Some poems I read
I want to read over and over
again. Others leave me
hanging.
Poetry, to me, is
a language of moods.

-Terry King
Sentinels
Silently they stood by the gate
quiet sentinels in the dark
chewing their cud.
-Millie Beshore

-Scott Klentz

Summer Life
Summer is a bowl of colors
in which the birds and trees blend with each other
The warm air is fresh
with the fragrance of flowers
floating in the breeze
The hillside is not of death
but of smooth green life.
-Scott Klentz
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Hampton Elementary
The Werewolf
I go through a change
and I have hair all over
my body I run through
wood getting scratches
and dog bites
I eat raw meat
with blood all over
the meat the taste
of a lamb's meat
I hear the hunters
closing in on
me I try to run
but the dogs run
right behind
me I turn
around and slap
the dog with my sharp
claws.
Mark Merritt

If You Can't Go to Sleep
At night I can't go
to sleep. My mother
says I am scared
of the dark. I t
is not easy to
go to sleep when
you are dreaming
about something
scary like the wind
is blowing the
leaves are falling.
The ghost of night
is coming. The
dog barking at
the moon. The
house shaking
like a U.F.O.
has come.

If Only I Was A Leaf Once More

-Evelyn Denise Sanders

I'm a leaf
Hanging in a tree.
I see dogs run by
Chasing after cats.
I hear children running
Out of the school doors
\fuen school lets out.
I feel the caterpillars
Eating on me.
For soon it will be fall.
Time for me to drop
To the ground for winter.
If only I could be a leaf
Just once more.

Foot
In the summer
I can feel the rocks
cut me
I stumble over things
because of
the wwight
I carry
-Jamie Lea Furlow

-Jeff Porter
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Hartman High

Guitar
A body like a king wearing a bright crown.
The neck is like the joker's leg dancing around.
The keys are like ivory upon the king's throne.
The strings are like the hair of a queen.
The frets are like the teeth laughing at the joker.
The bridge is a moustache above the mouth.
The mouth is like the tray on which the king is served.
The pick guard is a beard hanging from the king.
-Jimmy Franklin

Weeds
I can see the weeds like soldiers
standing in a row.
Hear them swaying in the wind
smelling like dirt.
Tasting like molded hay.
-Vicki Sosebee

Riddle
She is tall but beautiful.
People stand in her head, and look out her eyes.
She is alone on top of the water.
In her hand is fire.
She is white .
Ships sail around her all day.
She is a tall French beauty.
-Bryan Robinson
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Holman Elementary
Shooting Stars
When stars get loosened in
their sockets they shoot off
like rockets but though I
stay and watch their trip
and search where they might
have slipped and search for
a chip to carry around
in my blue jean pocket.

Summer Breeze
Summer is a lightly breeze
Summer is a helping scene
Love is a Super Tree
As wonderful as a Spring Tree.

-Shannon Snyder
As a world turns round

A breeze is here as
It turns my tree ground
I seem to be year bound.
-Malinda
The Tree
Last night at five-thirty
I went to dancing class
I saw trees of gold
And trees of red leaves.

Deer

The beautiful trees change feelings
Mine very muchly, sad, happy
The trees, now beautiful,
can change your sadness.

The deer swifted by the
edge of the woods shh
he kept on running faster
and faster in the corner

-Tanya Harris

of the woods was a
hunter he pulled up his
gun but it was too
late the deer was gone
-Donnie Hauze

A Clock
The clock on the wall
standing proud and tall.
It looks like a circle
like a bird in a nest.
At night when no one's looking
he takes a rest and catches up
in the morning.
-Greg Hughes
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Hoxie Schools

Poem
I woke up and I was in a basketball
saw the air hole
heard the bouncing sound
tried to get out but I couldn't
smelled the smell of hot rubber
tasted the sweat of their hands
I feel the air pressure in the ball

I
I
I
I
I

-Joy Phillips
Hoxie
Hoxie hangs on to Walnut Ridge.
Hoxie portrays the picture of a little mouse,
just killed by the cat,
but still being carried around.
-Rhonda Cude

Bones
My dog likes bones,
But my mother hates them so,
Every time my dog buries one,
My mother's ready to blow,
But she sits very calmly and watches time go,
So she goes to the garden to dig up some plants,
But all she finds is bones from the past,
So she sits in the living room,
With a .22 in her lap.
-Mark E.

Poem
I woke up and noticed I was a football.

I could see the football team.
It hurt when they missed the football
and I would tumble on the ground like a tumble weed.
I could hear the people in the stands cheering.
You could smell the sweat of the team
Like that of a boy real thirsty.
-Anon.
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Hugh Goodwin Elementary
Jungle Girls
The girls are coming
out of the jungle
They are going to go swimming
in the lake
They are going to swim until
darkness
So boys keep your eyes open for
starfish
So be ready to kiss the sharks
boys.
-Lisa Roberts
Poetry
The rust of an old car,
Yellow, green, and orange,
The feel of a rough sidewalk,
The look of a colored rainbow.
lfuen you open the door
It falls off with a crash,
When you touch the steering wheel
It crumbles like dirt,
You can kick the wheel,
It' 11 fall off,
You can touch the windshield,
And it'll crack a clash to the ground.
-Travis C. Johnston
In This Poem Please Notice
A big open field with small ants
crawling around,
Familiar dead grass,
My car parked outside,
The trees swaying back and
forth,
I running back and forth.
-Garret Brown
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Jasper Elementary

Black Truck
Black truck coming down a hill,
Mom is sleeping in the back of the car,
I awoke when the crash came,
No one was hurt but my grandmother,
Whose toe got run over,
Getting out at the feed store.
-Suzie Rhoades
Ice Cube
I was once a solid square
I was very cold
But now that the sun has come out
I am no more.
-Mark Holmes
Gathering the Eggs
Gathering the eggs
Into the box with the hay,
Out with her hand
Came a snake and she
Screamed and screamed and screamed.
-Patricia Fowler

Pinto
I have black and white all over me.
I whine when I am alone.
And I'm ridable .
-Rachale Marie
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Jasper High

The Porcupine With Golden Needles
The porcupine with golden needles
Walks alone each day.
He thinks he's worthless and unkind,
And may never know he's made of millions,
For nobody ever told him so.
His house is made of twigs and dust,
His luxuries are few, for he
Has never known how to budget .
One day a visitor knocked on his door,
It was a poor useless man
With rugged clothes and dirty hair.
When the porcupine opened the door,
He turned shy and uneasy,
But the man grabbed the porcupine
With looks of happiness and joy .
The man knew of the wealth to be had
If he could somehow sell the golden needles.
But the porcupine never knew anybody
And had never been touched.
He felt the man's warm and gentle hands
And began to weep.
Looking at the porcupine, the man discovered
He had not realized his wealth.
Instead of selling the needles,
He gave the porcupine a happy home.
They never became rich,
But they learned to know a friend
Meant the world to them .
- Tammy Knapp
Crocodile of Copper
The crocodile of copper
Lives in a lagoon,
But doesn't go near water
For fear of tarnishing
And turning blue.
-Peggy Bartlett
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Jasper High (cont.)

Tiger
A beautiful tiger of
Purple and grey
Stopped outside my house
One foggy, rainy day .
His errand I knew not, but
I believe he never thought
I could be a threat.
He never seemed alarmed,
Just cold and very wet.
I asked him in, in a subtle way,
Thinking what a trophy
He'd be to display.
I slyly asked him in again,
But he just gave an ear-to-ear grin.
"No thanks," he said, "I've got errands to run."
I guess he must have spotted
my half-hidden Remington.
-Susan Self

Aluminum Monkey
Mr. Monkey of Aluminum
swinging from tree to tree
clanging banging denting smashing
I don't see how this could be.
When I offer you a banana you
say it just wouldn't do.
You said you would rather
munch on a lug nut, bolt, or screw.
-Buckie Thomas

The Baboon
Baboon, Oh Baboon,
I wonder why you are ugly.
Big saggy bags under your eyes
Give a look of deceit I despise.
Green teeth and that awful orange tongue
Are of the mouth that makes the evil yell.
A big blue belly with a green bellybutton
Drags as you waddle through the woods.
With cloak and dagger, you'd look like a crook.
Oh Baboon, how I hate the way you look.
-Mickey Oates
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J.E. Wallace Elementary

Fordyce
you're driving downtown
you stop
your car stalls
a blue car drives up behind you
a small man gets out
he asks you if you need
some help
-Ricky Reynolds

So Much Depends Upon
a pink
shovel
glazed with wet
mud
beside the purple
shed
-Jason Loftis

This Is Just To Say
I have lost
the cows
that were in the meadow
and which
you were probably
saving to sell
Forgive me
they were running
so fast
and I could not
catch them

Under the big green pine
There was a cat drinking wine.

-Kasey Kauffman

-Ricky Reynolds
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Jefferson Elementary

Changing Weather
Rain is like a shower that won't turn off.
Clouds are like soap bubbles blowing
in the wind. Thunder sounds like
car wreck on the highway. Rain
makes the grass smell sweet and clean.
Lightning is like a flashlight being
turned on and off.
Mud puddles are like magnets, they
draw things. I like changing weather.
-Kendra Watson
Rocking Chairs
Once there was a man
who collected old rocking
chairs. I wondered why
he got the rocking
chairs. I watched him
for months, each day
he would come to the
landfill and get the
old rocking chairs. So
I decided to find out
why he did. When
he came, I ran and
hid in the truck he
drove. I hid in the
back behind some
chairs. We drove for
ten miles, finally we
stopped. He discovered
me and said,"What
are ya doin' boy?"
I said I wondered
why you keep the
rocking chairs. He
replied,"! have 100
Mothers and Fathers."

Rain Is Good And Bad
I love the rain. It makes
me tickled. It makes me smell
the flowers. I love to drink it.
Some days I wish it would go away
but it is still there. It kisses
me to death.
-Ronnie Graham

-Ray
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Kibler and Oak Grove Elementary
Poem
Billy is coming home
with Tim
and we will watch
film.
In Time Of Silver Rain

We will eat some
popcorn
and talk about when
we was born.

In time of silver rain
the earth puts forth new life
again. Green grass grows and
flowers lift their heads and
over all the plain the wonder
spreads.
-Anon.

-Tim Whillhite

Poem
The wind blew
and knocked me
down in the
snow it was
cold mom said
the Grouse is
out in the
snow real thick
this year again.

Poem
\.fuere there is grass
there is usually a fence
and where there is a fence
there has got to be something
inside like horses
-Lee Nabours

-Tony Armer

Poem
One
was
fair
saw
and
Randy
and
feet.

The Arrow Speaks
day
I
at
the
and
I
a
Hawk
me
and
shot
it
got
its

When I am shot I wizz
I hit my mark or miss
The air tickles my wooden skin
And I have feathered feet.
-Allen Burton

-Shawn Darter
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King Elementary

I used to go out fishing
upon the river wide.
I went there very often
until my uncle died.
My uncle went a-fishing;
in his boat he'd always ride.
-Anon.

Food
I like dark chocolate
gravy swarmed over
big buttery bisquits.
One huge glass of fresh
sweet cow's milk.
-Teri

Poem
Again I see me in the dark, wet woods,
But no more to leap the rotting bark;
There I lay, thin as air, my body cries
From the sting of needles . My fingers
Blue with pain . I suffered the strife
Of death, never again will I twist mushrooms,
My body darkly will rot in the lichen. Will I burn?
-Anon.
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Lamar Elementary

Poem
Me and my friend are
going up to mountain
Nebo to take a picture
of the real pretty
red, pink, yellow, · purple
tulips she sits down
by the flowers I say
I have to step back some
more she says don't step
back, but it's too late
I fall off I'm going down
I see the red sky as it
looks ready to burn
then I feel
the camera is pounding on
my chest like a heart. I'm
scared I start to sweat my
sweat tastes like sour, bitter
green cherries as I get
close to the ground the
tree circumference blows
up like a green balloon, the
universe is flipping like a T.V.
picture the universe is smeared
together when I hit the water
it hits the back of my throat
like pine needles it washes my
fingertips. The coil around
my neck is driving me
crazy. I swim to shore
get out and feel
like someone stomped
on me.
-Beverly Hogrefe

A baseball diamond with
only baselines

A mountain being reflected
in a lake

A sheet of paper floating
through space

A thin slice of cheese on my
invisible sandwich

A table without legs
viewed by a mouse
-Scott Helms

this is my symbol it is my racetrack
it is a pair of old glasses it is the head of
two tacks it is the palms of the hand it is a
~wisted rubberband it is the top of two legs it
1s two barely touching eggs it is my symbol
it is the top of two thumbs it is two marriage
rings it is two metal pieces that make a loud
ding it is a weirdly shaped ring for the ear
it is the symbol that hides my fear
-Carey Pawson
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Lamar High

Drifting
A wilted carnation on his indigo shirt,
the young boy in cowboy boots
seemed to brush past everyone
on his way down the street.
With unspoken anger in his eyes,
he spontaneously began to run
past sixteen buildings
to inhale the fresh air at the water's side
and watch the log drift slowly by.
-Tiffany Crowden

A Wave
The tall elongated pyramid
moves smoothly, steadily shorebound.
It inhales and folds;
white tears crashing as it collapses
and calmly captures its prey
and retreats.
-Chris Pawson

In The Pasture
The thunderous tractor churns through
the wet pasture
The dumb deer looks up with a
snort
The slick snake slithers through the
swamp water
As the tranquil bird soars through
the air
like a wound up China doll
swaying to its dance
The telephone buckles with its
screaming ring
And the world goes on with a
peaceful fury .
-Theresa Cook
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Lee Elementary
The Traveling Egg
There was an odd shaped egg,
Who said his name was Craig.
He was a hardboiled one,
Who said he would have fun.
He was going to space
To see what he could see.
How to go was an easy task;
He went to space in a wine flask.
He put some old beer
Mixed with courage and fear
Into the wine flask ship
To use as an engine fuel.
He hitched a ride
With a friendly DC9
At 15,000 feet.
He couldn't see well
So he started out
And began to pout
When all he saw was black
Then he said Oh what the heck
And he went back.

The Thing Slunk
The thing slunk forward
Its face afire
The thing slunk forward
Its eyes the merest slits
The thing slunk forward
Its lungs heaving air
The thing slunk forward
Frothing at the mouth
The thing slunk forward
The eerie moon shines upon it
The thing slunk forward
The moon rides low in the sky
The sun comes out
The thing begins to die.

-Lance Collins
-Mike Ray

My Cotton Horse
Yogy you are so soft.
You are so bouncy.
You fall apart that
is why I'm sad.
I pick your parts.
I don't know what to
feed you.
That means you would die.
Then I'd be even sadder.
I just might get a new
horse I won't forget you.
The
~
-Juanita Charlene Ball
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Lee High

Poem
The crackling wind whirls the sand
As the blistering sun
Rakes the water from the land.
Cactus beckoning in heat waves
Uncoil from their stiffness.
The faded blue sky
Festers the parched jigsaw earth.
The scorpions blend in the shadows
As an object of no worth.
Colorful rock-like iguanas grind
Their busy feet.
Almost always they have to move,
For the star is like a stove.

My House
is green with stiff frogs in the
front yard sitting on lily pads
watching cars as they pass. Trees
to the right trees to the left
shading our house from the two
birds who seem to stay aloft.
-V. Beanum

-Pak C. Fung

Home Sweet Home

Poem

We wash busy dishes
and bend.
-Anon.

Then sky bows to the blue sun
and the puffy sky cries out to
the slithering snake
the singing woods sing in the
breathless air
only to answer the sounds of the
chattering insects
telling a story about the beautiful
leap of the green carpet, dancing
to the merry voice of meadowlark,
imitating a flute.
-Valerie Webb

Poem
Here I can stroll on the breathless air
and here I can grab the shimmering stars
as the lustrous red clouds burn and
twist their way to the horizon.
The ant-horses go to the dollhouses
so small I could grind them in my hands
sitting on a patchwork of fields that
I could take up in my hand and wash.
-Bobby Wilson
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Lincoln High
The Way I Hear Myself
I have a brow or deep
depression like my nose.
It stands with its
own problem. My teeth listen
with a bright glow
of yellow. The skin is
like sandpaper. My eyes
seem as if they are afraid
of the sun. My lips are
as if I have spent many
hard winters. The balance
of this menagerie is
only
meant for me.

Poem
The evening falls every time
just before dark evening falls
Evening falls just below the window
sill evening falls Evening falls in
crumbs upon the floor
-Willy Williams

-Joe Dash
A hidden man
Deceiving
Two birds are his friends
He keeps them behind his cape
And sits on a bench
Peaceful
-Robert Cununings

The Weather
The weather is bad today.
When I look out the window, I'm amazed.
Men are falling from the sky
Like the rain from the clouds.
The men are all dressed alike-Some large, some small-The weather is bad today.
-Carla Hodges
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Magazine Elementary

Poem
As I was walking
through a blur
in the fields
my nerves sensed
a purple bur.
It was cool that day .
I saw a mule
with a blue jewel
in his fur.

Poem
A green pumpkin rolls
down the hill
into the creek
and busts up into
hundreds of pieces.

-Dewayne

-5th grade

Poem
A Flamingo
is pretty.
It's got
pretty feathers .
They are pink as a
ice cream. It's
got feathers
that make me think
of ice cream.
It's a very
beautiful bird
and their babies
are as pretty as
their parents
even prettier.
And when

The Ox
I pull your load,
and I plow
your garden.
I hurt
from work,
but after work,
you let me go.
At dawn
you call me.
I come.

I swallow fish
I eat all of it.
Their mouth
is very wide
and can eat
at least two
fish a
day.
-Douglas Robinson

-Paulette Faris
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Mammoth Spring High

There was a town, a great town
that has not since decayed.
And in this town there lived a man
who hadn't had his alcohol.
He could drive but had no car
and thus no transportation.
So he looked and looked for someone
to take him to Sundown.
He met up with a man on the corner
and said, "Ride please."
But the man said, "I know you "
and told him with excitement:
"I've seen you stagger around and gulmp
your precious beer.
I've seen your flies that follow you
and try to get the extra.
So this I say to you without delay
that you may know it now.
Whoever would give you a ride to the bar
must be worse off than you."
-Brad Welch

I'm An Ant

Death To The World

I'm an ant that's what I am
I go to picnics and eat spam
I live in a Hole
that once was owned by a mole
I am black and very small
My cousin is red and lives in High
School hall.
I can see and hear
when enemies are near
but I ain't that fast to escape
from under the human's cape.

Death to the World
My hair just curled
Every split end is frizzy
The wind is getting wizzy.
The Dodgers won that game
That led that team to fame
Steve Garvey plays first base
Fernie has a fat face.
He lives
His best
He swims
He reads

-Shelly McFann

in Galveston
friend is a nun
in big seaports
world reports.
-Jonathon Smith
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Mt. Jude& High

Only A Girl
You are so confused
and most usually amused.
You love to laugh
but you always sound like a baby calf.
Your goal in life is to be rich and happy,
but they don't always come together says your pappy.
Everyone says you're mean and frisky
but what of it if you're a little risky.
Your parents are so glad you don't have a double
'cause then you'd both be gettin' into trouble.
-J.B.

Poem
I used to be awful
To fight and rave
I used to be afraid of caves
I would be as happy as a lark
Until I saw the blinding dark

How To Tell You're In Mt. Judea

I could be good
When I wanted to
But getting me there
Was hard to do

Mt. Judea is a wonderful place.
But on the map it's hard to trace.
It isn't famous for any horse race
or long ago when girls wore lace.
It's down in the valley where cool
streams flow and very seldom there
is a volcano. If ever there is one
I hope and pray someone will make
a giant ashtray.
-Baby Anderson

But now I'm different
I don't ramp and rave
And I love to go to caves
I'm a little more clumsy
Than I used to be
I guess arthritis
Is getting to me
-Vicki Pierce

so

Ole Main High
Poem
They say
You are what you eat.
Then why
Aren't half the people in the world
Giant hamburgers?
-Mary Scarborough
Football
It
Is
It
It
It

comes from cowhide
processed by heat
has rubber innards
carries oxygen in it, as all things
can fly
It can jump
A part of it is made of white elastic
Men and boys love to play with it
It can pay men hundreds of thousands
of dollars
-Mark Lovell
Burgundy is
the Camara flying on the open road
ladies' purses with their load
the velveteen dresses in my room
the blood-colored moon
-Kim Huston
Telephone
On a small table
there was an animal.
Every time this animal
would cry out, its owner
would walk over to it,
pull its head off,
and scream in its ear.
-Joel Reddick
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Osceola High

My Mother
She
She
She
She

will
will
will
will

not resemble winter.
not have a tear on her handkerchief.
not ignore me .
never reveal her secrets.
-Emory Harris
Fall
It will not
It will not
It will not
It will not
back door
It will not
It will not

resemble the sky
be pretty and green
be like an oven
be found at your
attend a basketball game
sleep in bed
-Martha Tyler

Eternal Love
It
It
It
It
It
It

will
will
will
will
will
will

not
not
not
not
not
not

be everlasting
be very strong
keep you warm in the winter
be found at the Amusement Center
be experienced by children
be found very often
-David Oakes

The Ocean
There are miles and miles of nothing
which take hundreds of feet to get to the bottom
It has been used since the beginning of time
and owns many graves that are covered with slime

-Anon.
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Parkers Chapel High
Stood Up
The moon looks like a cheerio without
the hole;
Tiny lights peep from the darkness above;
My zipper sticks;
The radio blasts next door;
I hear the distant hum of a car;
It passes;
The clock ticks;
I wait.
-Lisa Barker
Squirrel Hunt
A flicker of light against a darkening
sky
A flash of gray quickly goes
by
Scolding, scolding it will say
Warning you to stay away
A click of metal then a loud
roar
Something that was is no more.
-Jake Deeds

The Derricks of Southern Arkansas
They tower into the sky
scraping the night horizon,
while they pump thousands
of fortunes. Dark black money
with a strong odor oozes through
the pipes. The powerful wind can
not bend the derrick's sturdy trunk.
At night all is calm, but off
in the distance a lonely sound
rushes through the pines.
-Yloyd Raney
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Pea Ridge High

Mirror
I am a merciless stopwatch
of time.
I reflect the well of your despair-your faded dreams
your age.
Face it or not, you are slave
to the mocking baldness
of my truth .
Don't run away, I will
shatter all illusions.
For
I am the broken window
to your soul.
-Shelly Phillips

A !'ace
Her skin is perfect
clear as white light
captured in a sphere with some
shape to it
waiting to be touched by hands
like sand upon polished crystal
Her brow falls gently above
her eyes like footprints left
by fairies in the morning
Her eyelids slope downward
like a cliff--in color and
shape--going down to a beautiful
ocean
Her eyes are like the purest
pearls without their milkiness
centered with the brightest
sapphire irises
with a spot of shocking black
They are framed with the softest,
dark, contrasting lashes
almost alive themselves

My Curling Rod
Its long skinny rod
looks as though it is
a smooth even stick
which just lays there resting.
Its mouth opens
like an alligator's.
Ready to snap shut
on whatever enters
into it.

Her nose is a perfect upside down
slope
different but not frightening
Then a slope down to
the magnificent red lips
They look like a stretched
valentine
a wonderful contrast

The heat radiates off
the stick , as the sun's
rays penetrate into
the earth's crust .
-Susan Wenzel

Then we end with a perfect
chin like an egg
The face is perfect
-Danny Prophet
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Piggott Middle

Poem
Don't open the oven door. Don't open
the oven door. Because whatts inside
you don't want to see. A giant dark
cake is alive in the oven. It ate my
sister and my mom. So don't open
the oven door. Don't open the oven door.
If you open the oven door it will get you.
Don't open the oven door.
-Delana 'Wade

The Centipede
The centipede tastes like old fudge
When it walks it sounds like a slug
It looks like a worm that needs a haircut
-Dan Harmon

The Old Man
The old man upon the hill
said he'd rather eat meat than swill .
He caught his fish, he caught his meal
and said, "I'd rather eat meat than swill."
He cooked his fish, he cooked his meal
and he said,"I'd rather eat meat than swill."
So he ate his fish, he ate his meal and
again he said, "Yes, I'd rather eat meat than swill!'
-Lonna Parker

The Old Hobo
I didn't know the hobo's name,
I didn't even know why he came.
And he didn't even show no shame,
I wish I could do the same
About showing no shame.
-Tommy Rush
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Prairie Grove High_

Boots
Get them in a box.
Polish them with mule blood.
Polish them on you.
Work easy or hard because they never wear.
They click and slide they run and thump.
You ride horses and motorcycles and spur
Horses and sisters. And many, many years later
after worn and torn, you put them away.
A dark and musty closet is brightened by a
pair of boots worn by an old but young cowboy.
-Doug Edwards
Our Son
He
He
He
He
He
He
He
He
He

will
will
will
will
will
will
will
will
will

not
not
not
not
not
not
not
not
not

resemble my father.
have guilt on his conscience.
be part of the crowd.
reveal his ego.
have brothers he can count on.
be bigoted.
attend our pride.
console our dream.
be able to live up to our expectations.
-Tom Newbaker

The Bomb
It will not keep peace in the world as
They say it will.
It will not provide the answer to all the
Unsolved problems.
It will not keep everyone's bitterness inside
Their hearts.
It will not make the blackness of hate
We all feel go away.
It will not fill the stomachs of the starving
Children.
But it will be our end.
-Linda Swingle
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Ramay Jr . High
Thunder
I am big and loud
I roll through the sky
I see my friends who are bright and powerful
I hear the sound of showers
I smell the fresh spring air
On a hot day I disappear
When I'm around I wear a dark gray
fluffy suit
-Georgia Ehrig

Lips
Sometimes I'm dry
but sometimes the earth
kisses me with dew.
I have a twin yet we
only make one. I can be
many different colors
depending on what you
like best . I can be soft
like the petal of a rose or
I can be firm like starched
blue jeans.
-Kim Keith

Starlight, Starbright
Your eyes make my size
I live on only dark colors
I have five tips on life
I ' d never be able to count
my friends
I am a myth
-Stacie Cassat
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Russellville Jr. High
Hawk
The hawk changes its course.
It looks down to the branches
that shiver in the wind.
It hears the mushrooms grow
and the shadows leap from place
to place. A red leaf burns its way
to the ground.
Claws scrape the tree bark
as he swiftly lands.
-Melody Shahegh
Poem
Shadows burn to take you
Needles shiver to take you
Eyes act gauche to take you
Teeth limp to take you
Shadows burn, Needles shiver, Eyes
act gauche, and Teeth limp to
take you for my poem,
My poem needs shadows, teeth, needles
Eyes, so it wants you
My poem needs to burns, shiver, act
gauche, and limp so it needs you,
My poem wants you
My poem needs you
My poem has you
My poem has to take you into
death so
MY POEM MAY LIVE.
-Helga Russell
Memories of My Best Friend
I see my best friend's shadow,
hear her voice. Smell the
bubble gum that we stuck
in the hay many times.
Feel my horses rubbing against
my arm. And taste the dewy mold.
Right now I am in an old
run down barn. It is red.
There is a hole in the back
wall. The sunlight shines down
through the cracks of the boards.
-Brenda McGurk
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Southside Elementary
Jessicka
Hy wife will have
a child he plays
basketball that
was why he was born
he will be a
fighter that was why
he was born he
will play football that was why
he was born he will
be the greatest football player basket
ball and at school
he will be the
smartest that was
why he was born
he will be brave
at school that was
why he was born
he will be another
junk yard dog
just like me
and you know
how i am

My Sea Dream
Looking in the light blue sky.
Watching the feathered white seagull.
A reflection of the water with white
coral. And waves come on my feet.
And I smell the smell of salt.
I run across the brown sand,
and feel the wetness
of the moist sand,
I bend down to pick up
a beige and black seashell.
-Shannah Newton

Untitled
There's an old white rocking chair
in the back of the house
in a silent room that never
stops rocking.

-J.B.

-Anon.
About the Sea
The sea is wet and pretty,
it is light blue.
The wave makes
the reefs sway up and down
back and forth
as though they are trying to free themselves.
Then along comes
snow white seagull and
dives down to the beautiful sea.
-Jacinta Bates
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Southwest Jr. High
Rules for Hunting
Always shoot at your target five times.
If it is still kicking shoot it again.
Always keep youL gun off safety, just in case you see a deer.
Even if it is out of season you can still shoot it.
Never wear an orange vest when deer hunting oecause the deer
can see you from a long way and have time to get away.
Use the deer head of last year's kill;
Stick it over your head so you can sneak up on them.
Be sure you have insurance because thete are a lot of crazy people
out in the woods who just might shoot you.
-James Greenlee
Poem
Once upon a time when only little elves lived on Earth,
there were no rainbows. The elves want€d something to play on
and decided to make a slide. They tried several things
but nothing worked. One day the littlest elf of the tiniest village
came up with an idea. He said if you took clouds and shaped them
in a half circle it would make a slide. So they did this
but they couldn't see the slide. So they painted it
with beautiful colors. They were so pleased that they gave
the little elf a pot of gold. He put the gold at the end
of the slide he called a rainbow. Anyone who needed the money
could use it. Everyone was happy from then on.
-Chris Coy
I Am an Arrow
I started as a limb on a tree. I was happy there
until a strong man cut me off; he carried me for miles
then he stopped at a town where the houses were shaped
like triangles. Then he sat down and started carving
my skin off, then he joined me with a sharp rock, then
with some feathers, then he took me on a trip, then
I was fired by a stick and string, I traveled in the air
far and high, I started to fall. I stuck in a tree
and was never found again.
-Rob Champlin
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Springdale High
The Guitar Is Like A Raging Beast
The guitar is like a raging beast
That has a large, monstrous voice
Roars at one moment and then
Screams the next;
Only to be shut in its velvet cage,
Or to be violently on its stage
By the knight in shining armor,
And, like the victor of a bullfight,
Sections of its body are thrown into
The applauding audience.

My Paper

-Shannon Stamps

Paper is like
a crowded city, people
running around.
They're big and fat,
little and skinny,
like words of all sizes.
It can be full of joy
or instant death
from being very crowded
or I could just
stop writing.
-Richard Ellis

Trees
A tree is a building
that continues to add to itself
as years go by
A tree is a line
that keeps trying to touch the clouds
but never makes it
A tree is a bush
that stands several feet off the ground
with a large base
They are like snowflakes
No two trees are the same
They all reach for the same goal
But not one will ever make it to their goal
to the sun
-Bo Bowell
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Thomas Jefferson School

Poem
Every time I go
To play I wish
I could be a poet
And this is poetry
You should sleep on the
Moon and eat trees
And drink grasshopper buds
And sit on the sun
And eat leisure tails
And go to the universe
And sleep
-Todd Hutcheson

Poem
Once I had a
poem that was afraid
of the dark so
when I went to
bed he'd sit on
the house all
night and when
the sun came up
he'd sit by the
window.
-Kristen

Poem
If you want to be a poet
you should. Look at yourself
in a fat mirror. Talk to a
hungry flower. Stand still
for two hours. Stay
in a room with no windows.
IF YOU WANT TO BE A POET.
-Sarah Jones
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Thornton Elementary
My Land of Dreamy Dreams

In my dreams I dream.
I'm in a far away place.
I dream I'm all alone
without a phone.
I dream I swim,
and sing, and swing.
-Marlene Corder

The Family
There is a star in the sky way up high
There are cars on the ground way down low
My mom says she has no big toe
So says my sister sitting on her twister
Well says her father trying to bother
Who cares says his brother under the cover
-Tim

My Land of Dreamy Dreams
I would like to be a Turtle
because they carry their
houses on their backs and they
never leave home. Turtles move
slow because their house is
Heavy and that's why I want to be
a Turtle. Turtles have very
pretty backs. That is why I want
to be a Turtle.
-Debra Sue Manecke
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Tuckerman High

Poem
One evening as I was treading through the forest
The dark strangely leaped out at me, the wet lichen
Was twisted darkly around the bark of an elm tree
I stumbled into a pine tree end its thin needles burned
As each would strike my skin a blue mushroom
Was rotting away but still withheld some beauty
-Kathy Casion
Poem
As the black whale blows brackish water
And the pungent salt water
Leaves gritty seaweed on the beach
As the black storm blows driftwood
Onto the grains of sand
And the ebb leaves as the dark
Sky surrounds the moon

Loneliness

-Tim Cunningham

Poem
Why is all this fuss going on
And why did the king tell us
To round up the horses
Who is here no more
Why does he ever look sad?
I wonder what happened this time
I wonder if his royal dog died
We are on our horses and riding away
What is the big thing doing over there?
It looks like a big eggshell but couldn't be
But it is and we're putting it together
This is dark work and it can't possibly be
Done well We've given up now, and I am disgusted
We do all that work for nothing every time
We put a piece back in and it falls out
But I am glad it's over with because I am
Quitting this business being a soldier
-Andy Crandall
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I see chipped paint
I see a single mouse
I see an old, ragged
scarecrow
I see rusted hinges
I hear a mosquito
I hear a cricket
I hear silence
I smell musty hay
I smell oldness
And in my mind
I asked
Are you thinking
of me too?
-Julie Roley

Valley Springs High

Poem
I still like her but I do not.
I would like to; I cannot.
She likes me not and not her.
She says too much to the wrong ones.
That is my reason.
-Randall Williams

Trucks
Trucks are shiny and pretty,
heavy, huge, and fast.
Trucks are the ultimate machine,
however did we make it through our past
Without this beautiful machinery?
-Daniel Snow

Elephants
Hear them, Hear them, Hear them
Lumbering along like a slow moving freight train
Almost as big as a house,
Dusty and gray like the color of an old barn,
Swinging their banana leaf-shaped ears,
Using their trunks to hold another's tail,
Screaming similar to the whistle for a Break from Work,
Stirring up the hot dry dust
Like the wind in the leaves in autumn,
Bringing their odors of everyday Life,
These are the elephants,
Thump, Thump, Thump.
-Bruce Trammel

The Giant Poem
The Pain, I wear it like a crown
forced upon me by my ancestors.
Are there no descendants for me?
It is wrapped around my heart
like a cloak of darkness
staring from sightless eyes
into eternal pain
the crown, the cloak,
grim reminders of days
gone past
-Kevin Voclavich
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Walker Schoo]
Rules for Taking a Bath
1. Run a tub filled with water.
2. Add as much as you can find--as a cleaning agent.
3. Soak yourself as long as possible to make your skin tough.
4. Afterwards dry off with crunchy brown leaves.
-Felicia C. Williams
Rules for Jumping Over Clouds
Space each about ten feet apart
Get about a half inch running
Space. Start running jump as
Soft as you can. Getting
Up when you are hurt is not
Allowed by the constitution.

This Is Just To Say
I have lost your shoes
the ones you loved so much
and which were red and yellow
with a spot in front
forgive me for doing it
but you lost my money

-Frank L. Messu

-Dorothy S.

Rules for Storms
In case of a hurricane
Go outside and stand in the rain.
In case of a tornado
Close all the windows and doors.
In case of fire
Find the nearest trashcan anu
dump the trash in the fire.
In case of an electrical storm
Get an iron pole, hold it and put
it up to an electrical line.
In case of a blizzard
Put on some shorts and go and stand
In the middle of your neighbor's yard.
-Anon.
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Walnut Ridge High

Poem
My temperature began rising,
Skin tone was of a canoe trip sunburn.
My I.Q. felt like it had been buried
Under that dog.
Snickers and stares began to rub
Against my patience.
They really considered it a mega-mistake
I mean really
Big Deal
So my shoe was untied.
-Dianne Sloan
Advice
If a dandelion could talk
he would tell us, "It will do
no good to blow off my parachutes."
For when they hit the ground
the parachutes themselves will
turn into dandelions.
They would say,"If you could
just leave us alone we would
not cover your yard like a
six inch snow. If you would
just leave us alone." That's
what they would say.
-Keith Fears
The Orchestra
First the strings sing out
Singing me into their cyclone of sound
Swaddling me in their soft cocoon
Next the flute sounds fly up to me
Fluttering and flittering around my ears
Teasing
Making me listen for their voices
Then the bass booms a beautiful melody
Beneath the higher harmony
The sounds all melt and run together
Like the toppings on a melting banana
Split,into one delicious, delectable
Symphony.
-Debbie Hunter
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Washington Elementary
Poem

My friend looks like a rainbow.
My friend has green blood.
-Anon.

After I Died
I was a tree after I died,
my color was white,
my dad was a caterpillar
and he was orange,
my mother was a bird of invisibility,
my sister an elephant and she was
and ugly green,
my brother a pig
of great weakness.
-Charlotte
Lies
My mother works in a beer joint with tramps.
The biggest building is made of ice cream.
I have a brother and a flashlight
and only one works.
I went to the sun
and came back in an ice suit.
I am a rainbow candle.
lst and 2nd graders
Rattle Snake
sssssssss I go with diamonds
-Ben

Been People
One morning I awake.
I am in a pot. I ask
--in a beenish language-where am I? Mike replies
You're a human been
and almost my supper.
Help been police!
Help been people!
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-Ben Kottkamp

West Elementary

My Symbol
It is like an orange slice on a hot day.
Like a monster's mouth trying to scare me.
Like the top of a juke box machine,
Blinking the lights on and off slowly.
Like the top of an explorer's hut.
It is like a half of an island with roads
Going to one city from an air view.
It is like a rowboat turned over with
Cracks all over it.
-Matthew McKinney

It's a tennis net stretching across the court
catching tennis balls.
It's two fingers stuck together with gum
struggling to escape.
It's a giant fence holding everyone down
on the earth.
-Mike Biggerstaff

I'm the moon talking to my friend the space.
I like to talk to space about his eyes.
He calls them "stars." I like to eat hot meteors
"a la moon!" My friends are earth, sun, and
all other planets. I wish I had a nose
to smell the other planets. I think Mars stinks.
-Anthony Prude
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Woodland Jr. High

The Shadow
Your shadow is forever following
you. Creeping right behind.
You can feel
that someone is following you.
You turn and it is only
your shadow. Your shadow
races ahead of you into
a lighted room where he
grows when you enter.
He jumps on you and tries
to stab you
with a sword of darkness.
You turn off the light
and he is gone.
-Shawn Farrell
Untitled
My toes are like kids in a locked
bedroom. They're like birds in
a flock; I hear them pounding
in my shoe like lions in a cage,
or me in a classroom.
-Chris White

Untitled
Waking up was the last
thing I wanted to do.
Seeing the flames creeping
slowly closer. Feeling the warmth
that was too warm. Hearing
the snap and crackle of fire.
Smelling and tasting the smoke.
2:30 was too late for me.
Fall asleep I reminded myself.
-Robyn Crisp
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Yellville Elementary
How I Can Tell I'm In Yellville
I can see: the blue houses and Miss Byork ' s and
the red cars and purple flowers but most of
all I see Yellville.
I can hear: people screaming out of school
bus windows and waving and trying to
hit the other one.

L

I can smell: dirty trash and things out of
the trash at Townhouse and boy it smells .
I can taste: hamburgers from the hill top and
french fries from Cedar Inn.
I can feel: cold and loneliness and in the
summer I feel hot and togetherness.
-Tracy Choate
Forgotten
Everything is usually forgotten.
Dogs, bats, cats. and friends.
Usually when I forget I go
back and think about colors
like pink like pigs, red like
blood, blue like the ocean, and
green like grass.
-Deanna Williams

I am a vent
with no air .
I am the gate
to the zoo with
none entering.
A crossword puzzle
with no letters,
A window
with none
looking out.
Cubbyholes
with
nothing
inside.
Or am I an icebox
with
no
ice?
-Heather Ford

Winter is Coming to My House
The rocks crack open and fall out
in the hollow opening the wind seeps in
your fingers turn blue with coldness
and the rail on the gate falls off
and as mom washes your clothes they shriek
the edge of the woods seems like a ghost town
-Beth Casteel
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